
MATHEMATICS

TERM MATHEMATICS

AGE: TOPICS

Revision of first term's

work

Counting Skill:

Numbers1-70

Writing Skill:

Numbers 1 - 70

Introduction to

Math facts

Addition of

numbers

Counüng Skill:

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Pupils should be able to:

count and write numbers

1-70

Older nunlbets fmm 21 -

50.

identify numbers from

-70.

add two 1- digit numbers

sum not more than

10 using math facts.

describe the value of zero

when zero is added to

numbers

Pupils should be able to:

count and i dentify

numbers 71-80, 1 - 80

vnite numbers 1 - 80 in

numerals

I.FJ\RNINC, ACTIVITIES

Pupils:

classily objects like shells in groups
acu)txling to numbers given.
cn•ate quantities ot shells or other objects
based on numbns given to them in
gnulps.

colour shapes in groups of numbers.
work in groups to count objects within 1
_ 50

count and write 1 - 70 and 70 - 1

Pupils:

sing on addition

add numbers using objects

count fmm 1-80 and 80 - 1

in small gmups, use objects pebbles,

seeds or matches' sticks to count I-digit

EMBEDDED CORE

SKII,IS

C/)mmunication

and

collaboration

6 YEARS

LEARNING

RFSOURCFS

Hashcards, Shells,

Crayons

number in twos or threes.

Numbers 71-80, 1-80 explain fre tem •addition"

Writing Skill: describereallifesituations QUANTITATIVEAVTITUDE

on double in math Put the correct answer in the empty boxes

-Addition of two I- digit statements 5 fingers + 5

numbers with sum not = 10 fingers, 2 eyes

more than 20 + 2 eyes 4 eyes

add two whole numbers

-Addition of three 1 digit

numbers with sum not

more than 20.

-The concept oi doubles

and near doubles

-Count forward in 2s, 3s

Importance:

-Vocational Skills

-Trading

-Banking and Finance

3 Introducüon to

Math facts:

with sum not more than 20

add tiree whole numbers

Wiff sum not more ffan 20

%Tite simple maff addiöon

skip count in 2s, 3s

apply addiüon of single

digit numbers to real life

situaüons (Real life

problems)

solve quanütaüve

reasoning on addiüon

Pupils should be able to:

count and idenüfy

7 5

12

8 7

Pupils:

learn ffe concept of subtracfion by

uking away number

Problem solving

Personal

development

Communication

and collaboration

Critical thinking

and pmblem

solving

leadership and

development

AUDIO VISUAL

ROURCFS

bps, balls,

pebbles,

RE-SOURCES

hmLLWÜmratjon
m

gradeladditi9.nL

https;//wwwsplßhleqr

m ma

n/add-using-picture$-

within-2P

https://www.eduplace.c

pmlmathlmathstepsm

g/indexhtml

communication AUDIOVISUAL

of

and collaboration

Critial

REOURCES

Subtracüon of
numbers from 81-90,

1-90
numbers

write numbers 1 90 in

Counüng Skill: numerals

-Numbers 81-90, explain the term

91-100 "Subtraction" and its sign '-'

list other terms related to

-Count the numbers
'to subtrac€ e.g. minus, take

backwards away, less, fewer, reduce

analyse the order of
Writing Skill:

numbers in subtraction

objects from a group and $ve the number

of the remaining items individually or in

groups

pracüce by removing some pupils from a

group of pupils in front of the class and give

subtraction statements to represent the

number of pupils in front

pradice subtracting from numbers

and represent this using objects.

sing subtraction songs like "10 green

bottles etc

subtract numbers using a number line in

and problem

solving

leadeßhip and

personal

Bodß balls,
pebNes, fruits

WEB RESOURCES

edudelighttutors.com



ACTIVITIES EMBEDDED

TOPICS

-Subtraction of two 1 •

IT.ARNINC, OBJECTIVES

statements

the minuend and

SKIMS

groups.

count up to add numbers and count back to

digit numbers within 10

•Application ofthe zero

concept in subtraction

Importance:

Skills

•Trading

•Ranking and Finance

identify 

subtrahend in a subtraction

equation

subtract zero from any

number and identify the

automatic answer

subtract a number from

itself

munt backward to subtract

numbers

subtract two whole

numbers within 10

-subtract numtrrs on a

number line

apply subtraction of single

di$t numbers real life

situations (Real life

pmblems)

subtract numbers.

count from j -100 frequently

QUANTITATIVE 
C,

3

4

2

2

-sohæ quantitative

reasoni on subtraction.

4 Counting .%ill:

Identification and
counting ofnumbers

51-100 and 1-100

Writing 9011:

-Writing of numbers51 -

At the end ofthe lesson,

pupils should be able to:

count and identify numbers

51-1001-100
count number ofobjects

from 51-100
write numbers 51 100 in

numerals.

Pupils:

as a class, read aloud from flash cards whole

numbers between 51 to 100

in small pups work colledvely, to write

out numbers 51-100 on cardboard papers.

in small group work collectively, selecting a

leader who writes numbers in big arcies on

cardboards

count numbers 51-100 in turns

Communicatjon

and collaboration

Cri%al thinking

and problem

solving

Student

leadership and

personal

development

REOURrtS

Num card% bot%e,
mps, balk

Charts containing
numbers

WEB REOURCES
100 and 1 - 100 in

numerals

-Dictation of numbers

Importance:

Developing the skill to

build and arrange

numbers in order of
magnitude

Introduction to
Math facG:

Addition of
numbers

Coundng Skill:
Numbers 101-110

Writing Skill:

-Addition of 1- digit and

2-digit numbers with
sum not more than 20

Count forward in 2s, 3s

arrange numbers 51-100

in order of magnitude

skip count in 2s and IOS

from 1-100 and bacheards

in pairs, 

sing number son5.

speed count numbers and count slowly,

orderly and backwards

Solve questions that relate to numbers 1-
from 100 1.

write numbers

pracåce addition oftwo

whole numbers wiå sum

not more than 20

practice subfraction of

numbers within 20

count numbers up to 100

and count on any number
backwards to zero.

100 in real-life situations

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE

6 11

11

SITE LINK

11201

VIDEO LINK

m wa

Pupils should be able to:

identi& numbers from

101-110

countfrom 1 — 110

write numbers 1 110 in

explain die term •addition"

add two whole numbers
with sum not more than 20

Pupils:

sing son5 ofadding numbers together
add numbers using objects

count from 1-110

use playing ards. They pick two cards, add
them, and pick another wiül the sum
printed on it

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE

Communication

and collaboraöon

Critical thinhng
and problem

sowing

leadership and
personal

development

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES

Bottles tops, balb,

pebbles,

WEB RESOURCES

Example: add the numbers put the correctwrite simple math answer in the empty boxes
equations 10 + 8 z? , 11 + 5

12

plans/first-

mcon/mg(h-

Importance:

-Vocational Skills

-Trading

-Banking and Finance

identify fact families in n/add-using-pictures•

addition: 4 + 6 = 10 and 6+ within-20
4=10

skip count in 2s, 3s an IOS
mgth-whqg-is-g-fqct-

apply addition of single
9

di •t and double-di it



WKS

Introduction to
6

Math facts:

Subtraction of

numbers

Counting Skill:

Numbers 110-120

Writing Skill:

-Subtraction of two 1-

digit numbers within 20

-Subtraction of I-digit

numbcr from 2-digit

number within 20

Importance:

-Vocational Skills

-Trading

-Banking and Finance

7 MID TERM BREAK

18 Whole Numbers

Counting Skill:
Numbers 121-130
and 1-130

Writing Skill:

Numbers 121-130, 1-
1.30

-Dictation of numbers

-Ordering of numbers:
51 - 100

-Comparing numbers
within 1 - 100

Importance:

-Vocational Skills

LAG

number, to real life
%itu.itjonq (Real life
problcrn%)

quantitative
rcaqoning on addition
find the addends jn
open sontr•nres within 20

Pupjl% %hould be able to:

identify numbers from
110 -120
Count from 1 -- 120

write numbers 1 - 120 in
numerals

explain fre term
'Subtradon•
list offer terns related to
subtraction like minus, take
away, less, fewer, reduce,
lost, remain

identify the minuend and
subtrahend in a subü•ac60n
equation

skip count forw•ard and
backwards in 2s and 3s
count backward to subtract
numbers

subtract numbers 1 more or
less than
subu--act two whole
numbers within 20
write simple math
equations 12 - , 17-11

subtract numbers on a
number line
apply subtraction of single
digit numbers from double
digit numbers to real life
situation (Real life

problens)
count from 1-150
solve quantitauve
reasonin subtract

MID TERM BREAK

At the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:

identify numbers from

1-130.

read and write numbers 1 —

130 in numerals

compare numbers from 1 —

100 using more than, Jess

than and equal to.

count forward in ones from

any number between 1-

100.

rote count from 1 - 130

order numbers in 2s and

IOS
write dictated numbers

identify shapes used in

counting numbers
add two whole numbers

Pupils:

learn the concept of subtraction by
Communicat.nn

LEARNING

AUDIO 
watching the teacher take away number ofobjects from a woup. Pupils give thenumber of the remaining items indi'hdual'y

practice by removing some pupils from agr(ÄIP of pupils in from of the dass and givesubtraction to represent thenumber ofåildren in frmt
practice subtracting zero from numbersand represent Olis using objects.
sing subtrac%on srg like '10 peen
bottles etc
in voups classifr numbers as more or Jessa given number by teacher
subtrad numbers using a number line inpups.
add numbers and count back subü•act
numbers.

count from 1-120 frequetiy

QUAYITTATIVE REASONING

MID TERM BREAK

Pupns•.

classi%' objec% into voups according to

their numbers.

identifr quarffty of frat are more,

less or equal in number.

create quantities based on numbers øven

to them in groups.

identify equal quantities.

draw objecb based on numbers given to

them and idenäfy which is more or les

E.g IS halts and 32 balls

write numbers that descnbe the amount of

and collaboration
Critical thinking
and problem
solving

devdqmmt

VISUAL

RESOURCES

Bottles tom, bans,
pebbles, fruits
Flashcards

RESOURCES

MID TERM BEAK

and

Critiæl thinking
and problem

Student
Leadership

MID TERM BREAK

AUDIO VISUAL

N flash cards
Use of bottle

pebbk. of
maehE

WEB RESOURCES

VIDEO LINK

count in cirdes and colour the circles in

pairs.

QUANTITATIVE E

EXAMPLE: Complete the missing boxes.

so 40 30

edudelighttutors.com ION 190



Tomcs

-Trading

Place value

Counting Skill:

-Numbers 140-150

-Skip count in IOS

Writing Skill:

-Wrifrw of the numbers

Introduöon to

plaæ values

Tens and Units'

of numbers.

Importance:

-Vocational Skills

-Trading

-Banking and Finance

Fractions

Counting Skill:

Numbers 150-160
,1-160

Writing of the numbers
Fractions identification

(h, and% ) with the use

of objects and shape

Importance

-Vocabonal SKIIs

-Trading

-Banking and Finance

-Sharing ofcommodifies

LMRNINC, OBJECTIVES

with sum not more than 20

mal life problems on

addition of numbers with

sum not movv than 20

By thc end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

count and identify

numbers 140-150

count numbers

1-150

skip count in IOS

identify the units

and tens in place

value

desöe the process

of regrouping

convert units into

split tens into units

write 2-digit

numbers as tens and

By the end ofthe lesson,

pupils should be able to:

identifr numbers from

150-160

Count from 1-160

write numbers 1-160 in

numerals

draw different objecG and

divide into different parts

ofhalf, one an

object

idenüfy divided parts ofa

whole. halves, quarters

apply fractions to real life

situations around.

SKILLS

10

30

Pupils:

40

use items to create a stack of tens

and units.

work in groups to match underlined

digits in numbers to the value of the

numbers.

work individually to color the value

of underlined digits in a group of

Communication and

collaboration

Critical thinking and

problem solving

Digital literacy

stacked columns.

work in teams to build numbers

from tens and units.

sing son5 on tens and units.

Pupils:

discuss sharing a birthday cake, a biscuit, a

sausage roll, etc to explain the meaning of

fracåons.

cut a cardboard into resulting into h,

the same acüon is repeated in the same

pattern for each offfe slices to øve % etc.

Communication

and collaboration

Critical åinking

and problem

solving

Creativity and

imagination

in goups to create halves or quarters or

thirds of plasücine or concret objecG,

colour fractions ofwhole

idendfy halves from quarters on a chart

in small groups appoint a leader who

brin5 out items in fractions (ee 3 brown

bags die fraction
ofwhat he/she is holding

observe pictures of fruiG cut into halves or
quarters.

pair matching halves of objec# to make a

LEARNING

RESOURCES

AUDIO 
VISUAL

RESOURCES

Charts, 
Crayons,

Pebbles, 
Lego, 

Abacus

WEB 
RESOURCES

.com

tube
m

42b

AUDIOVISUAL

RESOURCES

Shapes charts, Oranges,

banana, plastercine,

crayons

WEB RESOURCES

Site Link

https://dassace.io/lear

n/math/l$grade/equa

I-parts-halves-and-

Video

m. utu com

whole from a series ofitems

analyze asymmetrical and symmetrical
shapes in pairs to predict how they can be
halved.

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE

Write the fraction of the shaded portion in the
box provided

1
2

2



LEARNING OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

count and identify

numbers frotn 160-170

select and pronounce

numbers randomly from 1

170

write numbers 1 -- 170 in

numerals

describe ordinal numbers

use ordinal numbers to

show order and position

from first - sixfr.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Pupils:

in groups arrange each other in order of

ordinal numbers assigned to them by the

teacher

paint pictures of items orderly with

different colours.

arrange marbles or crayons ofdifferent

colours in position the teacher gives.

6 pupils arrange themselves in front of the

class and the other pupils call out their

positions in order.

sing songs on ordinal numbers with first,

second, third

EMBEDDED CORE

SKILLS

Communication

and collaboration

Student leadership

and personal

development

Revision

MATHEMATICS

LEARNING

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES

Marbles, Crayons, Tws

station, Charts

WEB RESOURCES

bttp://www,rockabyeb

first-hand-drawn-

printables.html

Revision

Revision

Examinations

Revision

Examinations

edude\ighttutors.com


